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Why trust BestReviews? BestReviews spends thousands of hours researching, analyzing and testing products to recommend the best choices for most consumers. We only make money if you buy a product through our links, and all opinions about the products are ours. Read more
BestReviews spends thousands of hours researching, analyzing and testing products to recommend the best choices for most consumers. We only make money if you buy a product through our links, and all opinions about the products are ours. Read more BestReviews spends thousands
of hours researching, analyzing and testing products to recommend the best choices for most consumers. We buy all products with our own funds, and we never accept free products from manufacturers. Read more How do I know I can trust these comments on GE refrigerators? How do I
know I can trust these comments on ge washing machines? 2,485,293 reviews of ConsumerAffairs are verified. We need contact information to ensure that our examiners are real. We use intelligent software that helps us maintain the integrity of comments. Our moderators read all the
comments to check the quality and usefulness. For more information on comments on ConsumerAffairs.com please visit our FAQ. Carl from Manchester, CT Verified Reviewer Original Review: September 4, 2020Our refrigerator is a smaller version 24 cf, with the freezer in the background.
We have had it for over 10 years without any problems at the moment. Food is easy to access in the refrigerator and freezer. It's quite economical compared to our previous brand. I love the appeal of the s.s. finish, as well as the material that came with it. The only downside is that you have
to open the door to have access to the cold water faucet. I would buy this unit again, if this one croaks soon! Doris of Brooklyn, NY Verified Reviewer Original Review: September 2, 2020We have a kitchen kitchen - need a refrigerator that was counter-deep. We also wanted grey appliances
to match our décor. The GE Profile Line refrigerator we chose compensates in width where we had to reduce in depth. It's as energy efficient as it is beautiful to look at. We couldn't be happier! It shows up every time you open it, there are great lighting effects, even in the bottom drawer, that
change color, depending on the setting you choose. The freezer, on the bottom, is also a dream, great ice make - place. We are very happy with our purchase and we highly recommend it! Marlena de Robbins, IL Verified Reviewer Original Review: August 31, 2020Ave had my General
Electric refrigerator about 8 months old, brand new. It is very updated, timely and works well. The temperature as set, keeps the food from the freezer, as well as my usual assortment of consistently cold refrigerator staples. With an updated G.E. electric stove companion with range hood,
this trio makes a kitchen fashion statement nestled in the middle of blond blond style oak and their black surfaces easy to wipe appliances. Living in a Midwestern tornado lane with an above-average storm and excessive wind activity, I am very impressed with the electrical hold of this trio
and the adaptable strength during the harsher storm weather seasons, in particular. Samantha Marie from Cumberland, RI Verified Reviewer Original Reviewer: August 30, 2020We bought an expensive GE Cafe series refrigerator because it was the only one with a longer lifespan
compared to. So far, the refrigerator is acceptable, but not as attractive as our 25 year old that it replaced. The new doors are heavy and do not close with a slight push (you must consciously and firmly close the doors). The bright backlit interior is easy to find things in; there is plenty of
room, but it is not as well thought out as their older ones (the shelves of the door are quite narrow and do not hold much on the side with the ice maker). There is a lot of room that could have been used for shelf space, but is not. All in all, we love it, but miss our old one. Antonina of Greer,
SC Verified Reviewer Original review: Nov. Our GE refrigerator purchased 16 months ago had malfunctioned. A few minutes after explaining the GE problem located my file in their system. They immediately extended the manufacturer's warranty as a courtesy. I didn't have an extended
warranty, but GE arranged for the service technician to come to my house to fix it, which he discovered was a broken fan, in less than 24 hours at no cost. Although the likelihood of a fairly new device requiring repair is rare, the service technician explained that the necessary repairs with GE
devices do keep it very busy. I am grateful for their CARE and save my Thanksgiving turkey! Barbara Camp of Cape Coral, FL Verified Reviewer Original Review: Sept. 4, 2020This maker leaks and was very noisy from the start. The seal around the door does not seal. Had done the
warranty work done. The problems came back. Rusty parts inside. The temperature will not be correct. Five years now. Cost over $1100. Not even good enough for a garage refrigerator. Lynne of Houston, TX Verified Reviewer Original Review: September 1, 2020Buyed refrigerator side by
side in June 2017 and were very happy. The freezer is crowded easily and not enough myself to work with. Excellent ice maker and water dispenser. The spacious storage of the door in the refrigerator and the drawers contain large vegetables and packets of meat. Pamela of Olympia, WA
Verified Reviewer Original review: Aug. 31, 2020After 7 months this refrigerator a fan engine noise that at first was intermittent and then became constant every time the refrigerator engine ran. The technician did the obvious thing and replaced the fan engine, but the problem worsened. We
called the technician 3 times over a period of 6 weeks. The Technician come no earlier than ten days from the time we started the appointments, during which we had to live with the noise, which became mentally very stressful. It's too long to live with a serious problem that has never been
solved, and we ended up buying another refrigerator. Irene of Beacon Falls, CT Verified Reviewer Original Review: August 29, 2020Replaced fan, and replaced drain in the first four years. It is difficult to clean the bins, the sides under the shelves and the water dispenser are difficult to clean.
The fan is noisy again, so maybe need to be replaced again. Barbara of Anthem, AZ Verified Reviewer Original Review Review: August 28, 2020This refrigerator is almost 16 years old and still works as well as when it was new. It freezes well, has a product drawer and cooler. The ice
maker gives ice cubes and crushed with cold water. The shelves in the door is also an advantage for the things you go out often. Next addition to CompareGodrej RD EdgePro 190 CT 5.2 190 Ltr Single Door Refrigerator Add To CompareGodrej RD EdgePro 210 CT 5.2 210 Ltr Single Door
Refrigerator' 16,990aut features: Deodorizertype: Single Dooreenergy rating: 5 Starcooling technology: Direct Cool Complete Specifications Add to CompareGodrej GDC 110 S 100 Ltr Single Door Refrigerator Add to CompareGodrej RD EdgePro 190 PDS 5.2 190 Ltr Single Door
Refrigerator Add to compareWhirlpool 205 ICEMAGIC POWERCOOL ROY 4S 205 Ltr Single Door Refrigerator Add to CompareWhirlpool 205 ICEMAGIC POWERCOOL ROY 4S 205 Ltr Single-door refrigerator Add to Compare NH090PSH 80 Ltr Mono Door RefrigeratorTM 6,579type:
Single door cooling technology: Direct cooling capacity: 80 litersSee full specifications add to compareSamsung R RR19J21C3VJ 192 Ltr Single Refrigerator Add To CompareVideocon 90SH 80r Single Door Refrigerator Add To CompareGodrej RD Edge Pro 240 PDS 240 Ltr Single Door
Refrigerator Add To CompareWhirlpool 200 ICEMAGIC POWERCOOL ROY 4S 185 Ltr Single-door Refrigerator Add to CompareSamsung RR23K274ZRZ 230 Ltr Single Door Refrigerator Add to compare GLLG-D201ASLI 190 Ltr Single Door Refrigerator Add to CompareVideocon
VZ225PT 215 Ltr Single Door Refrigerator' 14,290aut features: Deodoranttype: Single Doorenergy rating 5 Starcooling technology: Direct CoolSee Full Specifications Add To CompareWhirlpool 230 Impresh ROY 4S 215 Ltr Single Door Add Refrigeror To CompareSamsung RR19K 273ZRZ
192 Ltr Single Door Refrigerator Add CompareW Comparewhirlpool 230 Icemagic 215 Ltr Single Door Refrigerator Add To CompareSamsung RR22K272ZS8 212 Ltr Single-door refrigerator Add to CompareVideocon VCL093 80 Single Door Refrigerator 8,590type: Single Energy Rating: 3
Cooling Technologies: Coolcacity Direct: 80 LitresSee full specifications Add to CompareWhirlpool 200 GENIUS CLS 3S 185 Ltr Single Door Refrigerator Add To CompareWhirlpool 20 GENIUS
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